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INTRODUCTION

Japanese Buddhists believe that death is followed by
rebirth,  a  cycle  they  call  Samusara.  This  game  is
dedicated to that tenet.

The  goal  in  Samusara  is  to  occupy the  opponent’s
power cells or the hilltop cells.

COMPONENTS

• Board
• 22 Double-sided discs
• 2 gray scoring cubes

GAME SETUP

Place the board between the players. Each player has
an allocated colour (Yellow or Brown) and sits next to
the corresponding side of the board.

Place a disc on each brown cell with the brown side
up. These are Brown’s Power Cells.

Place a disc on each yellow cell with the yellow side
up. These are Yellow’s Power Cells.

Players place one disc with their colour facing up on
the  big  circle  nearest  to  their  side.  These  are  the
player’s Capture Piles.

Players place one gray cube on the cell of the scoring
track nearest to their side.

The  gray  cells  in  the  centre  of  the  board  are  the
Hilltop Cells.

Setup

HOW TO PLAY

Yellow starts. Players alternate turns. On your turn do
one and only one of the following, once:

a) Move a disc of your colour to an adjacent  empty
cell along a line.

b) Make any series of jumps with one disc with your
colour facing up.

• Every  jump  follows  one  line  on  the  board,
crossing one disc,  and ending on an empty
cell on the other side.

• If you jump over your own disc, it remains on
the board.

• If  you jump over an opponent’s disc, take it
and  stack  it  on  your  capture  pile.  Advance
your gray token one space towards the centre
of the Capture Track.

c) Move one or more discs from your Capture Pile to
empty  Power  Cells  of  your  colour,  with  your  colour
facing up.

Example of multiple jumps. Yellow captures two brown discs,
moving them to her Capture pile. Yellow disc ‘a’ remains on the

board.

GAME END AND WINNER

You win immediately if:

1. You have discs on 3 of the opponent’s Power
Cells, or...

2. You have discs on 7 of the 9 hilltop cells, or...

3.  Your token on the Capture Track reaches the
centre spot (marked with a dot), or...

4. Your opponent has no legal move.
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